One of the consequences of the 16 th -century religious reforms was the confessionalisation of large parts of Europe, which determined for a longer time the character of cultivated artistic traditions and the directions of their further development. For most of the confessional circles the tradition of the vernacular song was of primary importance. It was restituted from the heritage of the preceding era and restored to the role of the religious community's contemporary language. The Lutherans naturally took the lead in this field and, thanks to their open attitude to music, worked out an efficient model for the dissemination of their repertoire 1 . It also reached Silesia, where Luther's doctrine was readily accepted, which soon led to fundamental changes in the structure of the local church administration. Those ), as well as manuscripts, which testify to the wide reception of that vigorously growing repertoire 4 .
The post-Tridentine Catholic culture attempted a response to the Lutheran hymnal tradition, using the same medium of social-religious communication that had brought the Protestants their success in the confrontation of confessions. However, in order to justify the use of a tool borrowed from their adversaries, the Catholics had to radically reformulate the discourse that accompanied the official promotion of that repertoire. The title pages and prefaces to their songbooks printed in the Germanspeaking countries from the last third of the 16 th century (1567 05 ) bear evidence of these changes. They reveal the Catholic propaganda strategy for this repertoire, which primarily emphasised its pre-Reformation roots, its versatile use and the orthodox nature of the dogmatics it expounds. The various ways of persuading and influencing the intended audience are also reflected in the musical repertory of those songbooks, which, while drawing on various sources of song tradition, constituted a completely new quality within that tradition and represented an important voice within its discourse.
Jesuit authors were masters of such strategies. They were among the first in the Catholic camp who realised the importance of songs for pastoral work and education 5 . Drawing on already existing cultural models -the musical traditions cherished in the
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Oratorian circles 6 -they supplemented the practice of travestimento spirituale, which greatly contributed to the popularity of that repertoire, with a solid foundation of theological thought provided by Robert Bellarmine 7 . Thanks to his encouragement the Society of Jesus played a very proactive role in the promotion of Catholic vernacular song in that period 8 . The prints they disseminated in the territories covered by their missions contained songs that were simple, comprehensible to the common people, and religiously instructive. Apart from their educational and liturgical functions, those songs also became important elements of man's symbolic world 9 , which facilitated one's self-identification with the communities of the sodality, the college, the parish, city, duchy, national and language group, the empire and the Catholic universe at large.
The vast majority of the vernacular compositions disseminated in those circles were not written by the Jesuits themselves, because the Constitutions prohibited to the Jesuits any active involvement in music-making 10 . In the early decades of the Society of Jesus, the song collections printed by the Jesuits were published anonymously to avoid the order's internal censorship, which applied to liturgical music as well 11 . The Jesuits concealed their identity also in order to prevent criticism from other confessional groups, which saw the Jesuit publishing campaign as a particular threat 12 . Another argument in favour of preserving anonymity was humility: the editors of songs preferred to hide under a nickname, and the Society's authorities encouraged this practice. The anonymity of the repertoire resulted also from the fact that it was perceived as an integral part of the Church's universal tradition, to which the particular interests of authors or religious communities ought to remain subordinate.
These were the circumstances of Jesuit publishing activity in Silesia, an area in which the order's missions worked from the 1580s. Because of the confessional conditions in the almost completely Protestant Breslau (Wrocław), the town selected as the centre for the post-Tridentine re-Catholicisation of Silesia was Neisse (Nysa) 13 -the seat of the Breslau bishops from the mid-16 th century and of the diocesan seminary. It was on the initiative of the rector of this seminary, Friedrich Staphylus, that Jesuits were brought to Neisse in 1585. His intention was not only for the Jesuits to conduct the reform of his seminary, but also -to begin a systematic re-Catholicisation of the town, which would change the confessional situation in the region. All the same, a Jesuit college was opened in Neisse only in November 1622, as a foundation of Charles of Austria, Bishop of Breslau (1608-1624), who also handed over to the Jesuits the Church of the Order of the Holy Sepulchre. Under the Prince-Bishop of Breslau Karol Ferdynand Vasa (1625 -1655 , the college in Neisse experienced further growth: the gymnasium for more than 600 pupils was supplemented with Seminarium Sanctae Annae, which educated musicians performing during religious services.
The religious status of the entire Duchy of Neisse was guaranteed by its political subordination to the successive Bishops of Breslau, who executed their rights by quickly and effectively implementing re-Catholicising procedures in their Duchy. Apart from supporting practices which Thus expounded, the ideological programme of the publication bears amazing resemblance to the analogous postulates formulated a century earlier by the
Reformation. It is also meant to justify a similar type of transformations in the existing song tradition, which aim at its renewal and reinterpretation. Johannes Schubart's re-Catholicising strategy skilfully combined a revived repertory of pre-Reformation songs with a significant number of compositions borrowed in extenso (or with only minor changes) from Lutheran hymnbooks 21 as well as a relatively small group of new songs which supplemented the existing traditions with the distinctive features of Jesuit culture. The specific character of the Schubart songbook may well be attributed to the characteristic Jesuit sense for accommodation, which, in agreement with the preamble to the Constitutions of the Society, made them adjust every activity to "the place, time and persons"
22
. It was in order to assimilate the highly heterogeneous vernacular tradition maintained by various Silesian confessional groups that Schubart's songbook combined all the currents of that tradition into one new whole, whose unity was confirmed by ideological and propagandist rather than formal criteria.
An analysis of the provenience of texts and melodies from this publication 23 ). It seems that by drawing on a repertoire adopted already in an earlier period by the Catholic camp, the editor of Catholische Kirchengesänge und geistlich Lieder aimed to confirm that these songs were the property of the Catholic church, and hence -to sanction their confessional appropriacy.
A similar standpoint is exemplified by the Germanlanguage setting of the hymn Pange lingua, whose text (Mein zung erkling und frölich sing, 89r) derives directly from the variant known from the Breslau hymnal of Adam Dyon (1525 04 ). In the version from Neisse, however, the melody comes closer to that of the medieval hymn, even though it corresponds much less perfectly to the metre of the German translation. The re-Catholicising intentions of the editor are evident in the subheading of this song: Von dem zarten Fronleichnam -unequivocally The language of the songs can also be regarded as an element of the re-Catholicising strategy. Most of the songs in the Schubart songbook are printed with German texts -a practice that follows the hymnal tradition cultivated in that area, but is also an attempt to replace that tradition by supplying it, in accordance with the words of the above quoted preface -with a new Catholic identity. On the other hand, the songbook from Neisse also refers to the Latin sources of that repertoire, stressing in this way the pre-Reformation origins of the songs, and highlighting the links between the local culture and global Roman orthodoxy. The Jesuit skills of culture accommodation inspired Schubart to print some of the songs in two parallel language versions: German and Latin (e.g. Surrexit Christus hodie, Alleluia -Erstanden ist der heilig Christus, Alleluja, 70v All the ways of borrowing and adapting can be interpreted as conscious efforts at moulding the confessional identity of the intended song users who, despite belonging to the German-language culture, looked to Roman Catholicism for their cultural affiliation. The Jesuits not only applied these well-tested models, which were suited to local tradition, but also proposed new solutions based on the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola 30 . One of the techniques discussed in the Exercitia -imagining the place of the contemplated spiritual action (compositio loci) -finds its reflection in the song Am Weyhnacht Abend in der still (44r). The exercise calls for the employment of all the five senses of the imagination (applicatio sensuum). The resulting experience is depicted already in the first stanza of the song; the text synesthetically represents the sensations of sight (the evening darkness), sound (deep silence), taste (honey) and smell (roses) which accompany a mystical contemplation of the Nativity:
1. Am Weyhnacht Abendt in der still, Ein tieffer schlaff mich uberfiel, Mit frewden gantz begossen, Mein Seel empfieng die süssigkeit, Für Hönig und für Rosen.
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In agreement with the precepts of Ignatius of Loyola, the experience coming from sense perception is to serve the intellect 31 , which -after reflecting on that experiencewill be capable of performing the act of volition to which the meditation has led it. In the song Am Weyhnacht Abend in der still, the lyrical 'I' (with which the singer is supposed to identify) declares its will to participate in crucified Christ's mystery of Redemption. The Schubart songbook reveal the comprehensive character of the re-Catholicising campaign. The used strategies were fully conscious and well thought out. In their effort to create effective competition for the Protestant hymnbook tradition, the Silesian Jesuits exhibited much ingenuity and determination, adapting the musical repertories of different groups and communities. In order to succeed in their civilisational project, they transformed the existing discourse, which had only been developed thus far by their confessional adversaries, in original and creative ways. The 'hostile takeover' of Protestant cultural capital, which took place on the initiative of the Jesuits, significantly changed the balance of powers on the religious map of Europe. The ways in which they reinterpreted the tradition also defined the profile of the vernacular repertoire, disseminated in later prints among the Catholic communities not only of Silesia, but of the whole German-speaking territory. The scale of that phenomenon can only be realised if we consider the number of songs and their new arrangements, taken over in the following decades by the German hymnbooks . How enduring those models proved to be in the local context becomes distinctly evident when we look at much later Silesian prints, which still draw on the repertoire disseminated thanks to the songbook of Johannes Schubart from Neisse.
Translated by Tomasz Zymer
32 The melody that accompanied the German-language version of the sequence Stabat Mater (61r) can be found e.g. in these later songbook: 1631 02 and 1649
02
. The same prints also contain the song Heut triumphiret Gottes Sohn (71v), with a text borrowed from the Gesius hymnbook ( 1607 03 ), but set to a version of the melody identical with that in the Schubart songbook. Neisse (1625) 
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